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Recently, the integrated control systems with computing, Internet, and the electronic equipment with embedded sensors or
identification device, called Cyber Physical Systems (CPSs), have gradually attracted more and more attention in a variety of
different areas. It is efficient to manage, control, monitor, and query on machinery, equipment, and personnel state. Based on the
CPS technology, creating smart living space becomes an important trend of future development. However, the electronic devices
nowadays execute different communication protocols, such as Bluetooth, Zigbee, RF, and infrared, and even some traditional
devices have no communication function. As a result, the real-time information and status of devices in smart spaces could not be
effectively integrated, and thus will increase the difficulties to establish smart living space with CPSs. To improve this problem, this
paper designs and implements an Intelligent Control Box to convert different wireless signals. The developed Intelligent Control
Box can be treated as a multiple control platform which integrates the systems of lighting, air conditioning, access control, video
surveillance, alarm, and so on, further decreasing the difficulties in establishing smart living space with CPSs.

1. Introduction

The Cyber Physical System (CPS) technology has been grad-
ually matured and attracted more and more attention from
all over the world. Its related applications have a huge impact
in term of human life. In 2007 AD, the President’s Council
of Advisors on Science and Technology reported eight key
technologies which could enhance the modern life, and CPS
technology was the primacy. Consequently, the development
of CPS technology will be the main trend in the future.

Nowadays, many CPS applications have been proposed,
which are smart space, healthcare, smart transportation, and
so on. In smart space application, people can use smart
phone or tablet to control the daily appliances via remote
Internet access, hence increasing the quality of life. Health-
care application can help doctors observe the vital signs of
the patients (or the elders) even if the patients (or the elders)
stay at home instead of at hospital. In smart transportation
application, sensor nodes can be embedded in vehicles to
detect the nearby environmental information. For example,
the accelerometer and GPS receiver can be embedded in a

vehicle. When the accelerometer detects the pothole on the
road, the vehicle can send the current coordinates which is
obtained by the GPS receiver to the nearby vehicles and thus
the traffic safety and efficiency can be improved.

The CPS mainly integrates computing with hardware
control. Not only it can enhance the efficiency of system
operation, but also it has the ability of monitoring and elec-
tronic devices control [1, 2]. Unlike the traditional embedded
systems, the CPS is mainly designed for connecting physical
devices to build an interaction network. The common way to
build CPS is to embed sensors and actuators into electronic
devices in daily life. The information of environment and
electronic devices usage collected by sensors will be sent
to the Decision Making System or the user by the existing
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) techniques, such as routing,
data gathering, and MAC protocols [3–7]. Upon receiving
the information, the Decision Making System or the user
analyzes the collected information and then reflects the
decision to the actuators by a sequence of control processes,
controlling the electronic devices to perform the correspond-
ing task.
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Figure 1: The developed Intelligent Control Box can efficiently integrate different devices even if they execute different communication
protocols, further decreasing the difficulties in building smart living space with CPSs.

The CPS is efficient to manage, control, monitor, and
query on machinery, equipment, and personnel state and
will be the important trend of future development to create
more smart living spaces with CPSs technology. However,
the electronic devices execute different communication pro-
tocols, such as Bluetooth, Zigbee, RF, and infrared. Indeed,
some traditional devices have no communication function.
As a result, the real-time information and status of devices
in smart spaces could not be effectively integrated, thus will
increase the difficulties in establishing smart living space
with CPSs. To improve this problem, this paper designs and
implements an Intelligent Control Box to convert different
wireless signals. The developed Intelligent Control Box can
be treated as a multiple control platform which integrates the
systems of lighting, air conditioning, access control, video
surveillance, alarm, and so on, further decreasing the dif-
ficulties in establishing smart living space with CPSs.

For example, as shown in Figure 1, if the temperature
sensor detects that the room temperature is too high, it will
send the “temperature too high” signals to the Decision
Making System. However, the Decision Making System may
only support Wi-Fi communication protocol. Hence, to
successfully send the message to Decision Making System,
the temperature signals have to be converted from Zigbee
signals to Wi-Fi signals through the developed Intelligent
Control Box. After that, the Decision Making System
analyzes the information and then sends “turn on the air
conditioner” via Wi-Fi communication protocol. Since most
air conditioners available nowadays only support infrared
technology, the signals must be converted from Wi-Fi signals
to infrared signals through the Intelligent Control Box again.
As a result, the air conditioner could successfully receive
instructions and then start. This example shows that the
developed Intelligent Control Box can efficiently integrate
different electronic devices even if they execute commu-
nication protocols, further decreasing the difficulties in
establishing smart living space with CPSs.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews some of well-known applications of CPSs
while Section 3 introduces the hardware platforms and
firmware development environments used in the developed
Intelligent Control Box. Section 4 details the key techniques

in implementing Intelligent Control Box. Finally, the per-
formance of Intelligent Control Box and conclusions of this
paper are drawn in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2. Related Work

With development of wireless communication and embed-
ded technology, as well as mature of short-range wireless
communication technology, the CPS is primarily used in
many domains, including healthcare [8, 9], emergent system
[10, 11], transportation [12–15], and smart space [16–23].

In studies [8, 9], people equip with several wearable
sensors to acquire the vital signs. Once the wearable sensor
detects a specific event, it will send a message to the Decision
Making System via Internet. Upon receiving the message, the
system offers the corresponding service to the people. Studies
[10, 11] developed the emergency system, which guided
people to the safe areas when any dangerous event suddenly
occurs. References [12–15] designed intelligent transporta-
tion systems which make people safer and more convenient.

The Distributed Robotic Garden [16] is a set of garden
automated management system with CPS technology devel-
oped by MIT. In this system, each plant is equipped with both
temperature and humidity sensors to monitor the current
states of the garden plants. When a sensor detects the soil
moisture supply is low, it sends the current plant location
and related information to the Decision Making System.
After that, the Decision Making System analyzes the received
information and makes a watering decision to the robot in
the garden.

The CPS can also be applied to the applications of energy
conservation and smart living space. In energy conservation
application [17–19], the proposed system can integrate
the air conditioner, lighting, elevators, and other electrical
equipment on each floor to achieve the energy conservation
purpose. For example, when the temperature sensor detects
that the floor temperature is too high, it sends this message
to the Decision Making System. Upon receiving the message,
the Decision Making System analyzes the received informa-
tion and then makes the decision to “lower the temperature.”
Contrarily, when the temperature is too low, it makes the
decision to “increase the temperature.” Based on this system,
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the energy efficiency can be dramatically improved, saving
unnecessary power consumption.

In application of smart living space, reference [20] devel-
oped intelligent devices which are suitable for smart space
application. In addition, many technology companies have
raised home appliance control system for integration of a
variety of common electronic products in the daily life, such
as Medusa, Google, and Samsung. Among them, Medusa
developed a home appliance control platform and used a
peer-to-peer architecture to control the networked multime-
dia devices [21].

In the Google I/O 2011 conference, Google released
Android@Home concept [22], which extended the Android
from a mobile or tablet PS device to the household appliances
to build smart living space. Android@Home developed a sig-
nal converter box. When users intend to control appliances,
they can send signals through the Android device to the
signal converter box. Upon receiving the signal, the box then
sends a corresponding signal to control the appliances.

South Korea’s Samsung Company had also launched an
intelligent home control system, namely, Homevita [23].
This system mainly integrates Internet and home networks to
monitor and control various home electronics devices using
remote connection technology.

However, each electronic equipment used in [21–23]
shall be developed by the manufacturing company. Other-
wise, the real-time information and device state cannot be
effectively integrated, and thus increase the difficulty to build
smart living space.

According to the aforementioned applications, we can
clearly find that the CPS technology plays an important role
in creating smart living space. Nonetheless, how to effectively
integrate the devices with different communication stan-
dards is a big challenge. To this end, this paper designs and
implements an Intelligent Control Box to convert different
wireless signals. The developed Intelligent Control Box can
be treated as a multiple control platform which integrates the
systems of lighting, air conditioner, access control, video
surveillance, alarm, and so forth, further decreasing the
difficulties in establishing smart living space with CPSs.

3. System Hardware and Software

This section firstly introduces the hardware platforms used
in the developed Intelligent Control Box and their firmware
development environments. Then a detailed description of
the software development will be followed.

3.1. Hardware Platform. This subsection aims to introduce
the hardware platforms used in Intelligent Control Box,
including Octopus II sensor node, Arduino embedded con-
troller board, and the Intel 8051 microcontroller.

3.1.1. Octopus II Sensor Node. Octopus II sensor node is
jointly developed by the teams of Taiwan National Tsinghua
University and Taiwan National Central University. It adopts
a wireless communication module, CC2420 RF chip module,
and the Zigbee protocol [24]. Compared with Tmote Sky
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Figure 2: The hardware system architecture of Octopus II sensor
node.

sensor node produced by Moteiv Company, Octopus II
sensor node is more powerful in terms of computing and
data storage space. Furthermore, it can be burned directly
with computer programs to facilitate program development
and integration. Octopus II adopts dual-antenna design, and
its transmission distance can reach to 200 meters. Figure 2
shows the hardware system architecture of Octopus II sensor
node.

The Octopus II hardware system architecture mainly
consists of Power Module, Programming Module, Sensor
Module, Processing Module, and Communication Module.
Power Module is mainly responsible for the supply of power
required for sensor nodes. The power resource of each node
can be provided by two AA batteries; Programming Module
is responsible for burning part of the program through the
UART of computer interface. Sensor Module is responsible
for the collection and analysis of environmental information
and converts information from the analog signal to digital
signal. Then, the digital information will be sent to the
Processing Module. Processing Module is responsible for the
operation and control of sensor nodes. This module con-
tains the MP25P80 chip produced by ST Company and
MSP430F1611 microprocessor, where MP25P80 chip is used
to store program code. When the MSP430F1611 micropro-
cessor is on the operation, the corresponding program code
will be selected from the MP25P80 chip. The Communica-
tion Module which contains CC2420 chip is responsible for
data collection and delivery via wireless transmission tech-
nology.

3.1.2. Arduino Embedded Controller Board. Arduino embed-
ded controller board is jointly designed by Professors David
Cuartielles and Massimo Banzi. It is a control panel based
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Figure 3: The Arduino hardware system architecture.

on open source developed by the I/O interface with the
language similar to Java or C. Ardiuno control panel supplies
14 Digital I/O and 6 Analog I/O and supports USB data
transfer. Through the digital outputs, users can connect
different electronic devices, such as LED lights, speakers, and
motors, and then control them by Controller. In addition, it
also can be integrated with Flash or Processing to make real
human-computer interactive works. The following details
the Arduino hardware system architecture.

As shown in Figure 3, Arduino hardware system archi-
tecture mainly consists of Power Module, Programming
Module, Memory Module, and Processing Module. Power
Module is responsible for the power supply, and the power
source can be connected via USB interface or using the 5 V to
9 V DC power supply; Programming Module is responsible
for the burning part of the program through the com-
puter’s UART communication interface; Memory Module is
responsible for managing the EEPROM, SRAM, and Flash’s
memory usage to decrease excessive use of memory and avoid
resulting in low work efficiency; Processing Module uses the
octet ATMEGA168 Microcontroller and is responsible for
data analysis and computing. It also controls the operations
of each hardware component and the voltage output of each
pin of Arduino control board.

3.1.3. Intel 8051 Single-Chip. Intel 8051 Microcomputer is
created by Intel Corporation in 1981. It has several advan-
tages, including small size, being easy to learn, and good
scalability. Therefore, it is widely used in various fields.

As shown in Figure 4, Intel 8051 hardware system archi-
tecture primarily consists of Central Processing Unit, Mem-
ory Unit, and Input/Output Unit. Central Processing Unit
is the core of control program, which contains two subunits:
Arithmetic Logic Unit and Control Unit. When the Central
Processing Unit receives the coming information from Mem-
ory Unit or Input/Output Unit, it uses the Arithmetic Logic
Unit to perform arithmetic and logical operations, while the
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Figure 4: The hardware system architecture of Intel 8051 micro-
controller.

Control Unit is responsible for directing and coordination of
data transfer between the modules and operation; Memory
Unit is responsible for the data storage sent by Input/Output
Unit and stores data processed by Central Processing Unit. In
addition, Memory Unit, internal program memory (ROM)
with 4 K storage space, is expandable up to 64 K, while the
internal data memory (RAM) providing 128 Byte storage
space is expandable to 64 K; Input/Output Unit is used to
send the information to the external Central Processing Unit
as an operation, and then the result of operations is out-
putted to an external device.

The software platform development environment will be
further described in the next section.

3.2. Firmware Platform Development Environment. In this
section, the firmware platform development environment of
the Octopus II sensor node, Arduino embedded controller
board, and the Intel 8051 microcontroller will be described.
The firmware development environment Octopus II sensor
node is TinyOS, and the compile environment of Arduino
embedded control panel is provided by the development
Arduino team. The development environment of the Intel
8051 microcontroller is Keil C51.

3.2.1. TinyOS. TinyOS is an embedded operating system
[25] designed for wireless sensor nodes developed, and it
uses nesC programming language to develop the firmware. In
order to improve inherent hardware problems of the sensor
node’s low memory capacity and MCU slow operation, low
flash to burn many programs and limited battery power
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limitations, TinyOS has many frequently used functions
modular in advance, such as LED control program, RF trans-
mission control program, and control program of the sensing
element, so that users do not need to write too much code to
save the sensor node within the limited memory space.

3.2.2. Arduino Firmware Compiler Environment. It has a
large library and offers a variety of pin single-chip ATMega
information for developers to use. Because the Arduino is
an open source platform, developers can write their own
libraries. When the error occurs after compiling, the error
will be marked immediately to prompt developers. In addi-
tion, Ardunio firmware build-in environment with the
function of monitoring serial ports can monitor whether
message packet is correct through this interface.

3.2.3. Keil C51. Keil C51 is 51 series single-chip firmware
integrated development interface developed by Keil Software
Corporation in the United States, with C programming
language to develop firmware, and can be used to develop
Intel 8051 microcontroller firmware in Windows develop-
ment environment. Its software provides a rich library and
powerful debugging tools, and code editor is also available to
develop the firmware. It provides a number of single-chip
drivers, and C language, assembly language of system com-
ponents for developers. In addition, it also provides simula-
tor to allow users to check their code. If the code has no error,
users can burn the program to the 8051 microcontroller,
dramatically saving much time. In the user interface part, it
is similar with Microsoft Visual C++ interface. Even if users
use the Keil C51 first time, they can easily create a variety of
single-chip firmware.

4. The Software and Hardware Development
of the Multiple Embedded Home Appliance
Control Box

In this section, we will detail the development processes
including two parts: hardware architecture and firmware
programming. In hardware architecture design, we will use
the Octopus II sensor node, Arduino embedded controller
board, and Intel 8051 microcontroller to implement the

hardware of the developed Intelligent Control Box. In firm-
ware architecture design, we will use TinyOS, Arduino firm-
ware compiler, and Keil C51 to develop the firmware part of
Intelligent Control Box.

4.1. Hardware Architecture Design. In this subsection, the
implement of hardware is divided into two phases, Control
Box Implementation (CBI) Phase and Enhanced CBI (E-
CBI) Phase. Intel 8051 microcontroller is used in CBI Phase,
while Arduino embedded controller board and Octopus II
sensor node are used to connect to the Internet in E-CBI
Phase to make user control Intelligent Control Box via
remote connection.

4.1.1. Control Box Implementation (CBI) Phase. Shown in
Figure 5, the Intel 8051 microcontroller is the main part of
the control box. Through UART communication interface,
the Decision Making System sends commands. The control
box receives and follows the instructions to switch the relay
(Relay) of the switch to turn on circuit to make installation
able to operate. However, the Intel 8051 microcontroller
cannot suffer from the higher voltage and current. To cope
with this problem, additional IC ULN2803 chip is added on
the Intel 8051 microcontroller. Based on this chip, Intel 8051
microcontroller can successfully control the relay control
panel and will not cause excessive current chip damage. In
order to detect whether the circuit is turned on, we also
add PC817 photo coupler on Intel8051 control panel. The
implementation approach is to put two power supply circuits
paralleled with PC817 photo coupler and use Intel 8051’s
Port1 as a detection pin. The internal structure of PC817
photo coupler is an LED and a phototransistor. When the
input LED receives a current through it, it will light and the
light will turn output transistor on. The potential change is
to detect whether the circuit is on.

The circuit inside Intel 8051 single-chip controller board
is shown in Figure 6. It is through Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) Layout, and welded with relays, resistors, diodes, and
other types of IC after circuit washing out. In the chart, the
part with the red border is set aside for connection with
the outlet or double-cut switch; the part with the blue border
is Relay and can open or close the corresponding switch
according to the signals sent by Intel 8051; the part with
the orange border is PC817 photo coupler and used to
detect potential changes and prompt the user whether the
circuit is in conduction; the part with the green border is
RS232 communication interface to communicate with the
computer and control; the part with the yellow border is
the power input of the control panel and can be connected
to 5 V DC power supply; the part with the pink border is
IC ULN2803 and used to withstand high-voltage and high-
current to avoid burning of Intel 8051; the part with the
purple border is Intel 8051 Clip to analyze signals.

4.1.2. Enhanced CBI (E-CBI) Phase. In the E-CBI Phase, we
use the Arduino controller board, Octopus II sensor nodes,
Intel 8051 single-chip control panel, WiFi module, Bluetooth
module, and infrared modules, to make the Intelligent
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Control Box have capabilities of wireless communication. We
focus on this part of the hardware architecture described in
detail.

Shown in Figure 7, ZX-BLUETOOTH Bluetooth chip
and WiFly GSX 802.11b/g wireless networking chip are
integrated into the Arduino control panel. With the control
panel of the Intel 8051 single-chip integration, it can connect
with a variety of heterogeneous networks. For the Bluetooth
chip, it supplies a UART transport interface. The standard
operating voltage is 5 V, so we put its UART serial com-
munication interface (5 V, GND, TX, RX) linked on the
Arduino control board. After the Arduino UART baud rate
(Baud Rate) is adjusted to 9600 bps as Bluetooth chips, it
can communicate with the Bluetooth chip. For WiFi chip,
the serial communication interface is converted to the SPI
through the single-channel high performance SC16IS750
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UART chip, and it will enhance the transfer rate between the
Arduino and the WiFly GSX.

To control electronic devices (such as television and air
conditioning) using infrared communication, we also inte-
grate infrared module to the Intelligence Control Box. Infra-
red transmitter module is integrated with Arduino control
board, and Arduino controller board can control the appli-
ances through the PWM output pulse infrared to infrared
LED.

4.2. Firmware Development. The implementation of the
design of Intelligence Control Box sets aside UART as a com-
munication interface. A variety of devices can use UART and
Intel 8051 control panel to connect and control it. If users
control or operate them with remote networks, they must
have a unified command format. The following is the de-
tailed introduction, how firmware programming is designed
to analyze the received packet and format in the Intel 8051
and Arduino and converted into commands to control the
box.

4.2.1. Intel 8051 Control Board. In the Intel 8051 control
panel, the Decision Making System can also send command
packet with the UART interface. To achieve this purpose, a
set of algorithms is designed for the program developed by
Intel 8051 control panel to correctly parse out the command,
and the well-known Longest Common Subsequence (LCS)
algorithm is as reference. Its main purpose is to find the
longest common subsequence. This algorithm is to find the
longest length of the packet format of all set at the beginning
in the same time, to facilitate the program to parse packets.
We will focus on the detailed description of the system flow
chart of the Intel 8051 control panel.

Intel 8051 controller board system operation flow is
shown in Figure 8. When the Decision Making System sends
packet (User Command) to the Intel 8051 controller board
via RS232 communication interface, the packet will go
through System Queue Module and then will be temporary
stored through the Data Capture Module and Data Storage
Module in the Queue way to avoid 8051 microcontroller
receiving too many data packets, resulting in system dead-
lock. When the Intel 8051 microcontroller receives the con-
trol packet, it analyzes and parses the packet via Parsing
Module in Command Decode Module. After the packets are
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parsed and not recognized, information is sent back to com-
puter by Debugging Module and requires the message packet
to be resent. Otherwise, control commands are transmitted
to Device Control Module by Sending Module for identifica-
tion to confirm which circuit shall be open or closed.

In this paper, a Buffer is used to save the current com-
mand received from the UART and reads and stores the
received order with Producer and Consumer algorithm. This
algorithm is designed to record current read and stored
buffer position with out and in pointers and performs very
smooth under the multithreaded CPU. However, Intel 8051
is a single-threaded CPU. Hence, using this algorithm will
produce deadlock. To address this problem, a Count pointer
is added to record current buffer capacity and avoid deadlock
generation. The real way is that each location can be used as
a Buffer start position using offset and makes LCS algorithm
into a virtual Circle and encountered over all correct buffer
points. The program can correctly parse the packet.

The instructions format consists of two formats, the
sending instruction and receiving instruction. In sending
instruction design, all start byte instructions are 0xFF in
transfer instruction format design. The second byte is set
to determine whether to read the electrical state connected
with the control box or write instructions to control power
circuit breaker. The third byte is the second one’s extensions,
primarily to record every detail action code. The fourth byte
is action entrainment data needed by each instruction.

When each instruction is sent to the control box and
inquires circuit state or current control circuit in receiving
instruction design, the control box will return 10 bytes
information to the Decision Making System by default. The
state labeled method is that the start bit of the first and
second bytes is fixed at 0xAABB, and each followed byte
represents the current state of each power supply circuit in
use. There are two values 00 and 01 to represent whether
power circuit is currently open or closed.

4.2.2. Arduino Control Board. The Arduino Integration
Module System Chart is shown in Figure 9. After embedded
wireless gateway receives the Control Packet through the

wireless network for remote control, it analyzes packets and
exchanges information according to users’ connection
approach. The Packet Analysis Module will automatically
switch the networks protocol. After completing the steps
above, the data will pass through the Signal Converter Mod-
ule and be converted into instructions for 8051 single-clip
identification which are resent to the control box and tem-
porarily stored in System Command Buffer to confirm
whether the queue is full. If there is space available for data
storage, which is sent to the System Queue Module, the
packet instructions will be analyzed and decrypted through
Command Decode Module and finally transferred to the
Device Control Module to do allocation for the circuit
switching action.

In the firmware writing of the Arduino integrated wire-
less module, we must write the WiFly GSX 802.11b/g wireless
networking chip’s control firmware for transferring the data
to the Internet via WiFi. In order to develop conveniently,
we use WiFly GSX 802.11b/g wireless LAN chip modules
specific for Ardino-WiFly Shield to develop. Firstly, we must
initialize the SC16IS750 SPI-UART bridge chip on the mod-
ule through the SPI. We set Baudrate on SPI, transmission
format and EFR register, and the serial transfer mode of the
TX and RX pin is FIFO. After these settings, WiFly GSX
802.11b/g wireless networking chip can receive instructions
and transfer files through Arduino’s SPI native function.

In order to make Arduino integrated wireless module
having the Zigbee 802.15.4 wireless communications capa-
bilities, we write the serial communication control firmware
of the Octopus II to make the Arduino to communicate with
the Octopus II using UART. The communication must open
the UART mode of MSP430F1611 and then resend con-
trol instructions. One way is to directly use the bottom
HplMsp430Usart1C components for the UART1 control
instructions writing. To use HplMsp430Usart1C to be imple-
mented, you must first declare HplMsp430Usart interface,
and then call UsartResource.request() command to request
for using the USART mode. TinyOS returns UsartRe-
source.granted() event after request, so UART1 command
transmission is well done.

To use Msp430Uart1C components to operate UART1
operation mode, Resource and UartStream interface are
being declared. The Resource is responsible for the resource
control of UART1, such as resource requirement and resour-
ces release. UartStream sends a whole string, and we use an
array to hold control instructions.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance of the developed Intelligent
Control Box is examined. We place Intelligent Control Box at
the center position of two smart living spaces whose sizes are
15 m2 and 30 m2, respectively.

Let Nt denote the total number of signal conversion
during the simulation process and let Ns denote the number
of successful signal conversion during the simulation process.
Let Rs represent the success rate of signal conversion and it
can be defined as Rs = Ns/Nt . Figure 10 shows the success
rate of signal conversion. As shown in Figure 10, it has
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high success rates from Zigbee and Bluetooth signals to
WiFi signal. The reason is that WiFi signals have the feature
of nonline of sight. Similarly, when the WiFi and Zigbee
signals are converted into Bluetooth signals, the result is that
Bluetooth signals also have the feature of nonline of sight and
also have a good signal conversion success rate. Therefore,
the infrared signals are in line of sight. Whether WiFi, Zibee
or Bluetooth signal is converted to Infrared signal, the signal
conversion success rate is relatively low.

In the CPS system, users can also send instructions
through User Interface and directly control the various elec-
tronic devices. This examination is the comparison of Phase I
with Phase II. Phase I is developed for the CBI Phase in the
control box with the initial home appliances control in cable
transmission, while Phase II is developed for the multiple
embedded home appliance control box in this paper. Shown
in Figure 11, Phase I uses cable transfers to control electronic
equipment, so the success rates of the control electronics
both in the environment of 15 m2 and 30 m2 are always
maintained at 100%. The success rates of Phase II both in
the environment of 15 m2 and 30 m2 fall along with the
decreasing number of electronic devices. This is because
the developed control box can only handle a user issued
command at one time. The more users here for a time, the
lower success rate of electronic equipment control. In addi-
tion, the quality of the signal will be weak as the distance
increases. Therefore, the performance of Phase II will be
lower with the increase of smart living space.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, an Intelligent Control Box is developed to effi-
ciently reduce the difficulties in creating smart living space
with CPS technology. The implementation of the control box
can be divided into steps, including the CBI Phase and the
E-CBI Phase. In CBI Phase, the Intel 8051 microcontroller
is used to make a preliminary control box which does not
have wireless technology ability to control electronic devices.
As a result, the Decision Making System or users only can
rely on cable transmission to send commands to the elec-
tronic devices. To overcome this problem, the E-CBI Phase
is developed in this paper. In E-CBI Phase, with the use
of Arduino Control Board, Intel 8051 single chip controller
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Figure 11: The success rate of controlling electronics in different
environment.

board, Octopus II sensor nodes, WiFi module, Bluetooth
module, and infrared modules, the control box is given the
abilities of integration with a variety of different commu-
nications technologies. Experimental results show that the
Intelligent Control Box can convert different wireless signals
and decrease the difficulties in establishing smart living space
with CPS technology.
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